Bispecific anti-idiotype/anti-CD3 antibody therapy of murine B cell lymphoma.
Retargeting of T cells by bispecific IgG which binds to both CD3 and a tumor-associated Ag can induce T cell lysis of target cells irrespective of TCR specificity. The current studies were designed to further explore the efficacy and specificity of bispecific IgG-directed therapy in an immunocompetent animal model, and to evaluate the mechanisms responsible for bispecific IgG-directed inhibition of tumor cell growth by using the 38C13 murine lymphoma system. In vitro, proliferation of activated T cells in the presence of bispecific IgG was increased when the relevant, but not the irrelevant target cells were present. Bispecific IgG specifically induced activated T cell mediated lysis of cells expressing the target Ag, but not of cells expressing an irrelevant Ag, even when the irrelevant cells were in the same cell mixture, indicating contact between target cells and T cells plays a major role in bispecific IgG-mediated lysis. Bispecific IgG was less effective than anti-Id at inducing target cell lysis when peritoneal macrophages were used as effectors, suggesting bispecific IgG Fc is not responsible for cytotoxicity in this system. In vivo, bispecific IgG was significantly superior to anti-Id, anti-CD3, or a combination of anti-Id and anti-CD3 in preventing tumor growth in immunocompetent mice inoculated with syngeneic lymphoma. Phenotypic evaluation of tumors that emerged despite therapy indicated bispecific IgG selects for the emergence of Id variant lymphoma cells. In separate studies, 38C13 tumor inocula containing cells recognized by the therapeutic antibody were supplemented with a small number of 38C13 cells which expressed a distinct Id not recognized by the therapeutic antibody. Untreated mice inoculated with this mixture developed tumors containing cells of both phenotypes, whereas tumors emerging from mice treated with bispecific IgG contained only cells expressing the nonreactive Id. These studies demonstrate bispecific IgG-directed lysis is therapeutically superior to monospecific anti-Id therapy in the 38C13 tumor model, and that tumor lysis is mediated largely by cell-cell contact. As with other forms of anti-Id based therapy, Id variants can emerge as resistant cell populations after bispecific IgG therapy.